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WHERE DID THE TERM MASTERMIND COME FROM?
Napoleon Hill coined the term Mastermind in his book, Think
and Grow Rich. He said a mastermind was “a friendly alliance
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with one or more persons who will encourage one to follow
through with both plan and purpose.”

WHO IS THE MASTERMIND AND HOW DO THEY COMMUNICATE?
When two or more are gathered together like that, a THIRD
intangible mind is present. God or Source, it is absolutely a
higher being in which we tap into and that taps into the group.
It is the MASTER mind. Throughout time they have spoken of
ideas, thought, creation, and inspiration coming from this
source and not much has changed today.

WHO ELSE HAS SPOKEN OF A MASTER MIND?

Many famous artist and inventors knew that they were GIVEN

their ideas and inspiration. Leonardo da
Vinci said his ideas were given to him in
dreams. Inventor, Nikola Tesla, who
harnesses the power of electricity,
specifically the AC current, knew that
his ideas were gifts given to him by
some higher intelligence.

Remember:
When two or more
are gathered
together like that, a
THIRD intangible
mind is present.
God or Source, it is
absolutely a higher
being in which we
tap into and that
taps into the group.
It is the MASTER
mind.
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GOING BACK TO THE ANCIENT GREEKS...
The Greeks called the inspiration Muses. They believed there
were nine muses who were the source of inspiration and creation
for artists. But not just art, much more. Everything really. The
Greek word “mosis” refers to desire/dreams/wishes. They
believed that with the desire came the ability to achieve the
desire. After all, a God that gave you the desire to do something
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would have to be cruel if He did not, at the same time, give you
the ability to achieve or obtain that desire. Correct?
Museum also comes from this word. A building containing all
those inspired “creations.”

WHAT ABOUT TODAY? DOES THIS MASTER MIND EXIST?
Steven Pressfield, an amazing writer of fact and
fiction, often writes books to inspire people to
move past Resistance.
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Oh, that dreaded monster that keeps us stuck! He
also talks about ideas coming from that “source” in
which we can all tap into. If you don’t do it,

Remember:

someone else will! Elizabeth Gilbert, another

“No two
author who penned “Eat, Pray, Love,” wrote an
minds ever come together
amazing non-fiction called “Big Magic” where she
without thereby creating a
discussed just that. She had come up with the idea
third, invisible,
for a novel and begun it. She had detailed notes
written on the characters, plot, and location. Life
got in the way and she put the book writing on
hold. Another writer she had become very good

intangible force, which
may even liken to a
third mind.”

friends with described writing the same book. They
compared notes and came to the conclusion that
Gilbert had been
given the task, could not complete it, and passed it
along to her friend… through that wonderful unseen
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source of all ideas and creation.
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